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ITEM NOTES PRIORITY CHECK

Bike Box To transport your bike to the trip, hard / soft case or cardboard box essential

Travel padlock To secure your bike box in transit essential

Wheel spacers To space out gap between dropouts when wheel is removed for 
transport

essential

Rear mech hanger Hangers often get damaged in transit and are specific to each bike optional

Saddle pack Essential essential

Multi tool essential

Chain tool essential

2 inner tubes essential

2 tyre levers essential

Chain quick link Makes joining and breaking a chain on the go a breeze essential

Latex gloves Pop in saddle bag. Stops greasy / dirty hands optional

Patch kit with tyre boot In case you're out of tubes or need a tyre wall patched optional

Pump Make sure it's a high pressure pump essential

CO2 inflator Most airlines will not allow gas canister on a plane optional

Spare tyre optional

Spare chain optional

Spare brake blocks Make sure they are correct i.e. carbon/ alu specific, Shimano/
Campag

optional

Chain lube optional

Mini lights Useful for tunnels & early/late starts/finishes optional

Mini lock For café stops optional

Valve extender If you have deep section rims optional

Di2 charger In case you forget to charge it before you come optional

Di2 tool optional

Zip ties optional

Electrical tape optional

Rag Good for wiping down bike / dirty hands optional

Pedals essential

This constitutes a pretty comprehensive list for being self sufficient on a multi-day tour, be that a point to point trip or from a 
fixed location. La Fuga offers a comprehensive service to take care of many of these spares and equipment choices. This 
means you don't have to worry about them and can travel a bit lighter e.g. La Fuga always carry comprehensive tools kits 
with track pumps, CO2 canisters, chain lube and have a professional mechanic on hand as standard. 

Bike
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KIT NOTES PRIORITY CHECK

Day bag To put in follow van with change of clothes and spares essential

Wet bag To keep wet clothes separate if you change on ride essential

Waterproof plastic wallet For essentials - phone, money, contact details essential

Phone essential

Phone charger essential

Trave adaptor essential

Camera Pocket sized optional

iPod Not for riding with but for transfers in the bus optional

Money Cash is king essential

Debit/Credit card Inform your bank you are travelling abroad essential

Contact details In case of emergency essential

Watch With Alarm - useful for waking up on time! essential

Garmin GPS optional

GPX files Load routes before travel optional

Laundry bag - multiple Helps hotels not lose your kit on wash days optional

La Fuga tours will have a follow van on each ride. This allows you to ride light but still have access to alternative kit. This is 
particularly useful on long days across mountains or when the conditions change quickly. Pull on a jacket and long fingered 
gloves at the top of a mountain for the descent, then throw it back in the van when you reach the valley. Having your clothing 
organised in the van before the ride will really pay dividends when you do need the change. Mark your bags so they are easy 
to find amongst the other riders' bags. If changing out of wet kit, have a waterproof wet bag to store the kit till you can wash it 
out at the hotel later. Laundry bags are also a simple but effective way of keeping your kit separate, super easy for your tour 
staff to manage and less likely that the hotel will lose your kit in the wash. Finally it is essential you keep a set of emergency 
contact details on your person which riding just in case...

General Kit
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ITEM NOTES PRIORITY CHECK

Bibs essential

Baselayer essential

Jersey essential

Socks essential

Mitts essential

Gloves Good for long mountain decents essential

Rain jacket essential

Gilet essential

Cycling cap essential

Helmet essential

Sunglasses essential

Spare Lenses For varying conditions essential

Arm warmers essential

Knee warmers essential

Overshoes essential

Buff essential

Wooley hat essential

Warm clothing Throw on before and after rides or at café stops essential

Junk clothing Warm throw away clothing for sportive starts essential

Towel essential

Sports bra Essential for the ladies essential

Sandals Not flip flops, something you can wear with socks on to save 
your cleats

essential

Shoes essential

Pedals essential

Cleats Good to have spares optional

Compression wear Great for recovery on multiday rides optional

How much clothing you bring is up to you, but the above list provides a guide to all the essential items you will need. Aim to 
bring a minimum of 2 sets of cycling clothing for multi-day trips. Helmets are compulsory on most tour operator trips. A set of 
warm clothing you don't mind getting a bit sweaty or smelly is great to keep the limbs comfortable pre/post ride. Similarly if 
you are taking part in a sportive with an early morning start, some warm clothing you can throw on and discard when you 
start riding is very useful. Open toed sandals  are more comfortable to walk around in than your cycling shoes and will save 
your cleats too. 

Clothing
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LOTIONS NOTES PRIORITY CHECK

Sun cream It's easy to burn in the high mountains even on cloudy days essential

Aftersun optional

Chamois cream A must! essential

Embrocation optional

Medication optional

Dry shower optional

Wet wipes Useful if you can't return to the hotel straight away optional

Travel wash In case laundry service is not available optional

NUTRITION NOTES PRIORITY CHECK

Water bottles May be provided essential

Energy bars May be provided optional

Energy gels May be provided optional

Electrolyte tablets May be provided optional

Post ride snack May be provided optional

DOCUMENTS NOTES PRIORITY CHECK

Passport essential

Flight tickets essential

Travel insurance Make sure you have comprehensive 'sports' cover and access to 
documentation

essential

EHIC health card European Health Card - An EHIC lets you get state healthcare in 
other EEA countries and Switzerland at a reduced cost or sometimes 
for free.

essential

Race license Useful for sportive entries optional

Race entry optional

Medical certificate Required by some sportives optional

Route profile optional

Phrase book optional

Nutrition is very personal, so if you have specific requirements / allergies, prepare the appropriate food for you. At La Fuga 
we talk to our riders before each tour so we know what each rider needs, and are able to adapt hotel options to suit or find 
the right food on the road. We've even carried a rice cooker in our van for a guest just to be sure! Specifics aside La Fuga 
provide a comprehensive choice of energy products, water bottles, electrolytes and our guides will have plenty of nutritional 
advice to give.  

Nutrition, Lotions & Travel Documents


